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Igniting a Passion to Overcome
March 2011, Valley Forge, PA — Janet Perez Eckles might be the last woman
you would expect to dance for joy. She lost her eyesight at age 31, suffered
financial devastation, endured infidelity, and faced the incomprehensible
anguish of her nineteen-year-old son’s murder and the acquittal of the man
responsible. Yet with God’s grace, Eckles has learned to dance. In Simply Salsa:
Dancing without Fear at God’s Fiesta from Judson Press, Eckles shares the keys to
overcoming adversity and discovering the richness of life through Christ.
With passion and boldness, Simply Salsa exposes the lies and misconceptions
that imprison women with unfounded insecurities and feelings of inadequacy.
No matter the degree of adversity or pain, Janet Perez Eckles has discovered an alternative to
gloom—through the security that is found only in God’s love.
When women in the Bible faced tribulations and trials, they sought God’s grace. Simply Salsa
illustrates how that same grace offers today’s women the opportunity to:
• Leave the ugly past behind and look to a fresh tomorrow
• Find peace and increased faith as you wait for answers to prayer
• Embrace God’s comfort to conquer sorrow and disappointment
Award-winning Christian fiction author Louise M. Gouge noted, “Few women have experienced a
seemingly endless string of tragedies like those that shattered the life of Janet Perez Eckles. But in a
lively tone that reflects her vivacious personality, Janet teaches us how to reclaim our joy through
biblical principles and real life examples.”
With her own experiences as testimony, Janet Perez Eckles will have you dancing a spiritual salsa!
About the Author: For the past 15 years, in her passionate, dynamic style, Bolivian
immigrant Janet Perez Eckles has inspired thousands of people to overcome
adversity and find the richness of life through Christ. As an international speaker,
writer, ministry leader, founder of Islands of Peace ministries, and the first blind
court-certified Spanish interpreter in Florida, Janet’s message ignites a passion to go
beyond coping and on to excellence.
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